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ascendant
Someone from whom you are descended (but usually more remote than
a grandparent.
That idea was in the ascendant.

authority The power or right to give orders or make decisions.
A rebellion against those in authority.

controllable Capable of being directed or influenced.
The glider was fully controllable.

dominate Be greater in significance than.
The race was dominated by the 1998 champion.

dominated Harassed by persistent nagging.

govern Conduct oneself, especially with regard to controlling one’s emotions.
He was incapable of governing the country.

indiscriminately In an indiscriminate manner.
People who are sedentary and who eat indiscriminately.

manageable Capable of existing or taking place or proving true; possible to do.
Her long hair was black wavy and manageable.

mastery Comprehensive knowledge or skill in a particular subject or activity.
Mastery of the seas.

monocracy A form of government in which the ruler is an absolute dictator (not
restricted by a constitution or laws or opposition etc.

monopolize
(of an organization or group) obtain exclusive possession or control of (a
trade, commodity, or service.
OPEC wants to monopolize oil.

nether Lower.
Nether garments.

obedience Observance of a monastic rule.
Vows of poverty chastity and obedience.
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obedient
Dutifully complying with the commands or instructions of those in
authority.
The obedient colonies are heavily taxed the refractory remain
unburdened.

obsession
An irrational motive for performing trivial or repetitive actions, even
against your will.
She cared for him with a devotion bordering on obsession.

overlord A ruler, especially a feudal lord.
The Jews rebelled against their Roman overlords.

potentate A ruler who is unconstrained by law.

prevail Prove superior.
She was prevailed upon to give an account of her work.

reign The period during which a monarch is sovereign.
Confusion reigned.

repression
The action or process of suppressing a thought or desire in oneself so
that it remains unconscious.
An extraordinary panoply of sexual repressions and desires.

rudder Application of a rudder in steering a boat ship or aircraft.
Bring the aircraft to a stall and apply full rudder.

ruler A person exercising government or dominion.

sovereignty The authority of a state to govern another state.
National sovereignty.

steer The type of steering of a vehicle.
The ship steered into port.

subjugation The act of conquering.
The fear of human subjugation by technology.

superintendence
Management by overseeing the performance or operation of a person or
group.
The school was under the superintendence of the nuns of the convent.

supremacy
The state or condition of being superior to all others in authority, power,
or status.
The supremacy of the king.

tyrannize Rule a country as a tyrant.
He tyrannizes over the servants.

underneath On the lower or downward side; on the underside of.
Paint was peeling off in flakes to reveal greyish plaster underneath.
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